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PREFACE
Early in my naval career, I was assigned the responsibility for
processing cargo through one of the largest seaports in the Mediterranean.
The task was an interesting one -- one which provided a high degree of
personal satisfaction, since it made me feel that I was directly contribut-
ing to the support of our forces in Southern Europe. The primary link
between these commands and the American way of life was ocean transportation.
Our cargo was delivered by all sorts of vessels: escort aircraft carriers,
other military type ships, tramps, plush ocean liners, troop transports,
ships of foreign registry, American flag ships, and the like. All of the
cargo, however, was delivered under the guiding hand of the Military Sea
Transportation Service. I often wondered, during that tour of duty, how
this organization could control this heterogeneous fleet, how it determined
its requirements, and how it implemented its plans.
Many years have passed since that time, but the urge more fully
to understand the inner workings of the Military Sea Transportation Service
remained. My post-graduate studies have focused this curiosity on the
field of financial management, and have led me to the preparation of this
paper. Its purpose is to describe the function of financial management
and how it is performed in the Military Sea Transportation Service. It
has been prepared primarily for self education with the hope that it may
also be of use to those officers who are^bout to become associated with
comptrollership in the field of ocean transportation.
ii
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Before discussing the details of financial Management in the
Military Sea Transportation Service, it appears appropriate to provide a
general background of ocean shipping under the control of the Department
of Defense and to touch upon some of the governmental policies which
Influence the structure and operation of the largest shipping line in the
world. The purpose of this introductory chapter, therefore, ia to set
the stage for financial management by briefly discussing the development and
organization of the Military Sea Transportation Service, its mission, and
how it accomplishes this mission within the framework of public policy.
Although the history of the Military Sea Transportation Service
is a brief one, military control of ocean shipping is not of recent origin,
in 1898, the united States Army established the Army Transport Service for
the purpose of supporting relatively large combatant forces in the Caribbean
1
and the Philippine areas. During World War I, another organisation, the
Naval Overseas Transportation Service, was formed to meet the troop transport
requirements of that emergency. In 1920, this command became known as the
2
Naval Transportation Service. At the beginning of World War XI, an
attempt was made to consolidate the two transport services under Navy
U.S., Dept. of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel, Military
Sea Transportation and Shipping Control. NAVPBRS 10829-A, (Washington,D. C.
:
Navy Training Publication Center, 1954), p. 42.
2
Ibid. , p. 55.

2control, but this effort failed when the Navy was unable to effect suitable
arrangements for the manning of the Army ships. So World War II military
ocean shipping requirements were handled by two separate organizations -
the Army Transport Service and the Naval Transportation Service. Naturally,
such an arrangement entailed duplication of services and facilities and
hindered the achievement of economy and maximum utilization of resources.
After the war, studies were made to develop a centralized ocean
t
transportation agency. In 1949, under the authority of the National
Security Act of 1947, the Secretary of Defense assigned the function of
3
ocean transportation to the Secretary of the Navy. As a result, the
Military Sea Transportation Service was created in August of that year for
the purpose of providing, under one authority, the sea transportation for
the personnel and cargoes of the Department of Defense. It was established
as a major component of the United States Navy and was given status
comparable to that of a fleet operating directly under the Chief of Naval
Operations. By November of the following year, all ships of the two
individual transportation services had been transferred to the new agency.
Thus ended the duplication and overlapping responsibilities of the Army
and the Navy in the field of ocean transportation. But more importantly,
the consolidation of the function of ocean transportation under one
authority satisfied a requirement which had long been recognized and which
had been clearly and almost disastrously demonstrated during World War II .
.
the need for a peace time ocean transport organization capable of rapid
and efficient expansion during periods of national emergency.
3
U.S., Dept. of Defense, Directive of the Secretary Establishing
the Military Sea Transportation Service, dated 2 August, 1949.
4 U.S., Dept. of the Navy, Secretary of the Navy's Charter to the
Military Sea Transportation Service , dated 15 September, 1949.

The opportunity to test the concept of a centralized ocean
transportation agency under the stress of a national emergency presented
itself almost immediately. On June 25, 1950, a shooting war broke out
in Korea. At the beginningof the conflict, only six commercial vessels
were under charter to the agency, but by the end of the year, the fledgling
was full grown and performing as a veteran. A* tne peak of the Korean
War, a total of 335 commercial vessels were under charter carrying eighty-
five percent of all American military cargoes to the Far East.
In time of war or peace, the Military Sea Transportation Service
has proven itself a versatile arm of defense and American foreign policy.
In September, 1950, its ships participated in the successful Inchon landings.
Later, in December, MSTS ships evacuated 105,000 soldiers, 91,000 civilians,
17,500 vehicles and 350,000 tons of supplies from Hungnam. By 1957, large
scale movements of men and material had become routine. Hungnam was
followed by "Operations Reclaim" when 14,500 non-repatriated Chinese
prisoners of war were lifted from Korea to Formosa; then "Passage to
Freedom" or the mass evacuation of thousands of Vietnamese people from
Northern Vietnam to Saigon; then "Operations Gyroscope" or the lifting
of entire Army divisions and their dependents across the Atlantic; and
finally the mass evacuation of Hungarians in 1957 during the uprisings
against communist oppression.
New frontiers are not beyond the reach of the Military Sea
Transportation Service. In 1951, the agency participated in its first
5 U.S. Dept. of the Navy, The United States Navy's Military Sea
Transportation Service. (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 1959)
p. 3.
6
Ibid. , p. 4.

Arctic operations bringing men and supplies to the Air Force base at
Thule, Greenland. During the 1957 Arctic resupply operations, the HMCS
Labrador and ships of the Coast Guard assigned to MSTS successfully
surveyed and chartered a safe passage way for deep drafted ships across
the top of North America. Today, these new horizons are expanding.
Special projects designed to support new types of requirements in the
field of scientific and applied research within the military establish-
ment are increasing. "Not only does MSTS provide the ships to act as
ocean platforms for support of the project equipment and personnel, but
it also provides the technical knowledge in the field of ship design,
maintenance, supply support, security, communications, etc., necessary
for initial project plans." Special projects now include support to
hydrographic surveys, oceanographic research, missile range tracking,
arctic operations, fleet ballistic missile resupply, and other such
programs.
The Mission
In 1956, the Department of Defense adopted the concept of the
single manager for common items of supply and for common services such
as traffic management. Although the Military Sea Transportation Service
had, from its inception, functioned in such a capacity, the Secretary
of Defense designated the Secretary of the Navy as the Single Manager for
Ocean Transportation. Accordingly, the Commander of the Military Sea
Transportation Service \aa designated as the Executive Director for Ocean
Q
Transportation. His authorities and responsibilities and the mission
U. S., Dept. of the Navy, Military Sea Transportation Service .
Narrative Statement, Supporting the Fiscal Year 1962 Budget.
8
U. S., Dept. of Defense, Single Manager Service Assignment for Ocean
Transportation. DOD Instruction 5160.10 dated 28 May, 1956.

of his organization, however, remained unchanged. As defined by the Chief
of Naval Operations, the mission of the Military Sea Transportation Service
is to:
a) Provide under one authority, control, operation, and
administration of sea transportation for personnel
and cargo of the Department of Defense (excluding
that transported by the units of the Fleet) and as
authorized or directed for other Government agencies
of the United States, subject to policies and
priorities issued by the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
b) Prepare plans for its employment and expansion in
time of national emergency based upon the policies
and directives of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and to
maintain a basic organization capable of expansion
to implement such plans.
c) Consult with the appropriate agencies of the Depart-
ment of Defense in coordinating execution of approved
emergency plans requiring the services, facilities,
and personnel of commercial sea carriers, and in
negotiating therefore,
9
It is tailored to resolve ... "A question which has dogged this country for
decades ... how to keep up, in time of peace and without undue drain on the
national treasury, a merchant marine of a size and composition capable of
10
meeting battle requirements."
The Nucleus and Commercial Fleets
To carry out its mission, the agency operates a fleet of ISO ships
of varying design, type, and size. There are two major components of the
fleet, the nucleus fleet consisting of government owned and operated vessels
and contract operated government vessels, and the commercial fleet consist-
ing of General Agency Agreement ships and chartered privately owned bottoms.
U.S., Dept. of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, Military Sea
Transportation Service - Directive, OPNAV Instruction 5440. 20B of 9 August, 195
10 Louis R. Fiore, "MSTS - The Navy's Fourth Arm", U.S. Naval
Institute Proceedings, Vol. 83, No. 8, August 1957, p. 868.
«.
I
The fleets are manned by civil servants, military personnel, and regular
merchant seamen. A schematic illustration of the composition of the
operating forces is shown in PLATE I.
The strength and profile of the nucleus fleet depend entirely
on the mobilization base necessary to support the plans of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff. It is an insurance factor, a nucleus of men and
equipment which can be expanded or contracted quickly to meet the
shipping requirements of the armed forces and to meet whatever inter-
national crises the future may hold. The fleet of government ships
consists of the following types:
1. USS Ships - These are commissioned United States
Navy Ships, manned by uniformed Naval crews and
assigned to the control of the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service. For the most part, they are
the remnants of the old Navy Transportation Service.
2. USNS Civil Service Ships - These ships are classified
as United States Naval ships and are manned by civilian
marine personnel with civil service status, who, by law,
are paid the same wages as those prevailing for American
Merchant Marine crews.
3. USNS Contract Operated Ships - This segment of the nucleus
fleet consists of USNS ships operated by private companies
under cost-plus-a-fixed-fee contracts. The tankers are
manned by regular American Merchant Marine crews. The
other vessels are operated by Japanese crews, and employed
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8The development of the nucleus fleet since the establishment of
the Military Sea Transportation Service is shown graphically in PLATE II.
Today, it is but a third of the size of the Army and Navy Transport fleets
which were made available in 1949 to the agency. Except for the expansion
required during the Korean War and the Suez and Lebanese crises, the
decline in strength has been steady and is attributed, in part, to the
benefits reaped from the consolidation of the ocean transportation function
under one authority. Another contributing factor is the increased use of
air transportation, particularly in the movement of personnel. It is noted
that the number of cargo carrying units of the nucleus fleet has remained
relatively steady, while the fleet of tankers has fluctuated inversely with
the stability of the world situation. This was particularly evident during
the closing of the Suez Canal, when the rerouting of petroleum lifts caused
a severe shortage in petroleum carriers. While the nucleus fleet has
diminished in size, the number of special project ships involved in research
has increased steadily since their introduction in 1958.
As stated earlier, the fleet of government owned vessels is only
a nucleus upon which to build in times of emergency. Its peacetime
employment, however, is not in competition with the American Merchant
Marine since it is used extensively on special missions and on shipping
lanes not serviced by American flag vessels or where lift requirements
exceed commercial capability. By and large, the majority of the peacetime
lift requirements of the Department of Defense are satisfied by the
American Merchant Marine. **i this connection, the Military Sea
Transportation Service acts as the centralized procuring agency for
U.S. Dept. of the Navy, Military Sea Transportation Service,
Financial and Statistical Report . MSTS Report 7700-2, Part II, First










































ocean transportation. Commercial shipping is procured under various
types of maritime contracts, including time charters, shipping contracts,
berth term shipments under government bills of lading, cost-plus-fixed-fee
contracts, and voyage charters. Since any given mix of contracts can
have a significant effect on financial operations, it is important to
12
identify the characteristics of each type of contract.
1. Time Charter: A contract whereby a shipowner puts a ship
and her crew at the disposal of the charterer for a given period of time.
The owner retains control of the ship and her crew and operates the ship
for the charterer. The owner pays the ordinary running expenses and the
charterer pays charter hire and those expenses including fuel, which are
incident to the trade in which the ship will beemployed. Charter hire
may be paid on a per diem basis, monthly basis, or on a deadweight
capacity basis.
2. Voyage Charter: A contract whereby a shipowner places a
ship or a portion of the ship at the disposal of the charterer for the
carriage of cargo on a particular voyage. The owner retains control of
the ship and the crew and pays for the operating expenses. The charterer
furnishes the cargo and pays freight either in acoordance with the amount
of cargo carried or on a lump sum arrangement.
3* Berth Term: The shipment of cargo on regularly traveled
routes at the going commercial rate, or in the case of large shipments
a special rate. Such shipments aee documented on a government bill of
lading.
12
U.S., Dept. of the Navy, Office of General Counsel, Navy Contract
Law, NAVEXOS P-1995 (2nd rev. Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1959, p.

n4. MSTS Shipping Contracts: A master type of contract modeled
after the berth term method with special clauses added. Shipping orders
are issued for a specific shipment under which cargo is moved at rates
previously negotiated by the parties concerned and have been incorporated
in the contract for a set period of time.
5. Cost-plus-a-fixed fee: These contracts are normally employed
for the operation of tankers and LBT's owned by the government. The services
of commercial shipping companies are obtained to operate these government
owned ships on a commercial basis with their own merchant marine personnel.
The companies are paid a fixed fee and their costs of operation in accordance
with standard government cost reimbursement principles.
Organization
The Military Sea Transportation Service is an operating fleet of
the Navy under the direct control of the Chief of Naval Operations and the
administrative control of the Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Supply and
Logistics) for procurement matters. The Commander, a vice-admiral, is
located at the seat of the government. He is assisted by a Deputy Commander
and three Assistant Chiefs of Staff. His staff organization is patterned
after a sea-going staff with certain exceptions necessitated by the
specialized functions it is performing. The field organization consists
of four Area Commanders, two Sub-axea Commanders, and twenty-two offices
geographically positioned where they may best serve the needs of the
armed forces. It is a large organization, with about 10,200 personnel,
13
8100 of whom are afloat.
13




When the agency was first established, its operations were financed
through advances from the annual appropriations of the military services.
This method of financing had many shortcomings and was not suited to the
commercial type #f operation in which the organization was engaged. A
few of the more significant disadvantages included the following:
(1) inflexibility caused by the receipt of funds in three distinct
purses; (2) fiscal limitations imposed within each of the supporting
appropriations; and (3) the complication of reporting procedures because
of the necessity of complying with the reporting requirements of each
appropriation. Appropriation advances also precluded the flexibility
required for long range planning, and denied the Commander of the Military
Sea Transportation Service the management prerogative of determining the
use of the funds in providing ocean transportation.
In May of 1951, the Military Sea Transportation Service was
authorized to operate under the Naval Industrial Fund, in accordance with
14
the provisions of Title IV of the National Security Act of 1947, as amended.
The Naval Industrial Fund provided the agency with a single revolving fund
with which to buy material, supplies, and services needed in the render-
ing of the service of ocean transportation to the armed forces. The
appropriation advances were replaced by a working capital of 100 million
dollars which has since been reduced to 41 million dollars. Under the
revolving fund concept, the working capital is reimbursed by the armed
14
U.S., Dept. of Defense, Secretary of Defense, Charter for the
Operation of the Military Sea Transportation Service, Under the Navy




forces from their annual appropriations for services rendered by MST8,
normally within two saonths after these services are received. This
type of fiscal operation enabled the agency to simplify its tinaneial
structure and made it possible to operate on a basis comparable to
private enterprise. The advantages of this method of financing include
the following:
1. More effective means of determining costs of goods
and services as a basis for billing "customers".
2. More effective and flexible means for financing,
budgeting, and accounting for operations.
3. Greater sense of responsibility and restraint in
the ordering of goods and services based on the
availability of funds.
4. More direct and rapid control over the number of
support activities and the number and type of ships
to be operated.
5. More complete establishment of a consumption- type
budget and accounting structure, in consonance with
which the cost of goods and services furnished by
the activity may be budgeted and accounted for
under the program or function for which it has an
end use.
J 1
6. Responsiveness to emergency situations.
Since 1932, the agency has published predetermined tariffs for use
in billing customers for point-to-point lift movements, iiformally, these
tariffs are effective for one year from the time of publication. They
are composite rates and bear no relationship to the method of shipment
(nucleus or commercial vessel) except for passenger movements which are
levied according to the type of transportation provided. They are
U.S., Dept. of the Navy, Bureau of Kaval Personnel, Financial
Management in the Navy. KAVPE1S 10792 . (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office 1956, pp. 146-149.

14
designed to generate income equal to expense and have been kept simple and
equitable to all customers. Cargo classifications are few in contrast to
commercial classifications. While the agency provides point-to-point service
from anywhere to anyplace, tariffs are computed on an area-to-area basis
covering all possible routing combinations. Only petroleum lifts follow
the commercial practice of point-to-point billing. In theory, MSTS attempts
to operate on a no-profit basis, recovering its actual costs. Attainment
of an exact break-even point would, of course, be a practical impossibility,
so adjustments to tariffs are made to match revenues and expenses as closely
as possible. These adjustments, however, are made only when significant
variations between income and expense exist, insignificant profits or losses
being carried over to the next fiscal year. It is appropriate to note that
the variance between income and expense from 1957 to 1961 never varied more
16
than 1.5 percent, and in the aggregate, only .2 percent.
Legislative Influences
The cornerstone of our national policy with respect to ocean trans-
portation is the Merchant Marine Act of 1936. Title I of this act provides,
in part, that the interests of national defense and the development of our
foreign and domestic commerce require that the United States shall have a
merchant marine (1) sufficient to carry its domestic waterborne commerce and
a substantial portion of the export and import foreign commerce of the United
States and to provide service on all essential routes, (2) capable of serving
as a naval and military auxiliary in time of war or national emergency, (3)
owned by the citizens of the United States and operated under our flag,
16
. Personal interview with Mr. R. L. Prints, Jr., Director,
Budget Division, Office of the Comptroller, Military Sea Transportation Service
on 28 February, 1962.

15
insofar as practicable, and (4) composed of the best equipped, safest, and
most suitable types of vessels, constructed in the United States. The Act
further declares that it is public policy to foster the development and
encourage the maintenance of such a merchant marine. This clearly
emphasizes that the character of our merchant marine shall be privately
owned and operated by U. S. citizens, supported if necessary, by public
subsidy.
On various occasions, the operations of the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service have been criticized as being competitive with the
privately owned American merchant fleet. Congressional interest in this
matter has resulted in extensive hearings conducted by both the House and
Senate, and in legislation designed to insure government owned ships are
retained in service and utilized only as necessary to carry out the mission
of the agency, and not to deprive private American shipping of military
cargoes within its capability. Public Laws 664 and 665, 83rd Congress,
require that at least 50 percent of government generated or financed
cargo must be carried in privately owned U. S. flag ships. Public Law 664,
in particular, has had a direct effect on the profile of the government
controlled shipping since it applies to all government sponsored cargo
including that of the Department of Defense. Section 633 of the
Appropriations Act of 1962 similarly affects passenger operations by
requiring that ... "not less than 7.5 million dollars in this act for
the travel expenses in connection with temporary duty or permanent change
of station of civilian or military personnel of the Department of Defense
shall be available only for the procurement of commercial passenger sea
transportation services on American Flag vessels."
''
16
Another outgrowth of Congressional pressure to support the American
merchant marine in all possible ways, was the memorandum agreement of
August, 1954, between the Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of Commerce.
This agreement iterated the need for the Military Sea Transportation Service
and established, among other things, the order of priority in which shipping
was to be acquired beyond the capability of the MSTS nucleus fleet. Under
the provisions of this agreement, commercial shipping is procured in the
following order of priority:
1. Maximum utilization of available U.S. Flag berth space.
2. Time or voyage charter of suitable privately owned U. S.
Flag merchant ships voluntarily made available by industry.
Such charters are kept to the minimum necessary to meet the
requirements which can not be met by the berth operators.
3. Shipping provided by the National Shipping Authority under
General Agency Agreement.
4. Foreign flag vessels, but only for urgent requirements which
can not be met by U. S. flag ships.
Summary
The Military Sea Transportation Service is the natural descendant
of the Army Transport Service and the Naval Transportation Service. It was
conceived in an atmosphere of economy and efficiency as a peace-time mechanism
triggered for national emergencies. Unique in organization and composition,
MST is an operating unit of the fleet designed primarily to carry out the
function of ocean transportation in a commercial manner. The agency sup-
plements, rather than competes with the American merchant marine, operating
within the framework prescribed by the Congress. Its scope of operations is
directly related to the operating requirements of the armed forces. It has
been tested in the "crucible of war" and has lived up to expectations not
only as an arm of the naval forces but also as a tool of foreign policy.

CHAPTER II
ORGANIZATION FOR OCEAN TRANSPORTATION
The preceding chapter provided the backdrop for the financial management
of government controlled shipping by presenting an overview of the mission,
the scope, and the nature of the operations of the Military Sea Transportation
Service. How is the Commander organized to carry out his responsibilities?
Where does the Comptroller fit in his organization and how is he organised to
best serve the interest of command? This chapter addresses itself to these
questions.
The Commander and His Immediate Staff
The Military Sea Transportation Service is the sole agency of the
Department of Defense for ocean transportation. The broad responsibility
for carrying out this function rests with the Secretary of the Navy.
In discharging his responsibility, he assigned the agency to the command
of the Chief of Naval Operations who was given the responsibility for its
operation and administration, except for matters relating to procurement.
18
The procurement function was assigned to the Assistant Secretary of the
19
Navy (Material). The instructions which delineate the basic authority,
functions, and responsibilities of the Commander of the Military Sea
Transportation Ser vice state that he shall act for the Chief of Naval
Operations or the Assistant Secretary of the Navy In discharging their
respective responsibilities in connection with ocean transportation to
17
U.S., Dept. of Defense, Single Manager Service Assignment for
Ocean Transportation. DOD Instruction 5160.10 dated 23 May, 1956.
18
U.S. Department of the Navy, Secretary of the Navy Directive .
SBCNAV Instruction 5430. 1U of 6 July, 1956.




respective responsibilities in connection with ocean transportation to
20
the Secretary of the Navy and the Secretary of Defense. These command
relationships are illustrated in PLATE III. The Commander* s mission is
"To command the Military Sea Transportation Service, ashore and afloat,
world-wide; acquire and employ ocean shipping and shipping space, and
establish and maintain supporting facilities as required for accomplish-
21
raent of the MSTS mission." He functions in the plans, policies, and
procedures areas, having delegated the control of the nucleus fleet
(except tankers) to his area commanders. His duties briefly stated
include:
1. Controlling the operations of the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service. This includes the functions of
planning, training, research and development, financial
management, logistic support, and maintenance and repair
of ships.
2. Maintaining an adequate system for the flow of lift
requirements from the shipper services to the agency.
3. Employing the nucleus fleet and procuring commercial
shipping as necessary to meet the needs of the shipper
service
.
4. Preparing recommendations for the design, specifications,
and equipment of ships of the nucleus fleet.
5. Collaborating with other government agencies in the
improvement and standardization of the control of sea
transport operations.
6. Administering priorities for sea transportation in
accordance with the policies and procedures established
by the Joint Military Transportation Committee.
20
U.S., Dept.of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, Military Sea









































7. Maintaining membership on committees concerned with
maritime matters.
8. Advising the Chief of Naval Operations on the status
of all maritime matters which have military application
or implication.
The Commander is assisted in the performance of his duties by a
Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff, a Commercial Shipping Advisor, and an
Inspector General.
The Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff performs two basic
functions. He assists the Commander in the fulfillment of his responsi-
bilities, acting in his behalf as directed. As Chief of Staff, he co-
ordinates and supervises the activities of the headquarters and matters
relating to olh«r commends and agencies. His immediate staff incltsdes
an administrative assistant, a legislative liaison officer who maintains
contact with the Congress and other government agencies on legislative
matters of interest to the Military Sea Transportation Service and co-
ordinates such matters with the headquarters staff, a public information
officer, and liaison officers from the Air Force, Army, and Marine Corps.
The Commercial Shipping Advisor's mission is to keep the Com-
mander fully informed on all matters regarding the relationships between
the Military Sea Transportation Service and the maritime industry. He
advises on such matters as the utilization of the merchant marine, and the
employment and efficient operations of its ships, including the manning,
utilization, acquisition, and application of merchant vessels. He
participates in the overall planning of the Military Sea Transportation

21
Service and Is a permanent member of the contract advisory board.
The Inspector General assists the Commander in attaining the
highest possible degree of efficiency and economy in organization, admin*
istration, and operation throughout the global organization of the Military
Sea Transportation Service. He maintains liaison with agencies of the
Department of Defense and other government agencies performing similar
functions. Through periodic inspections, he determines the degree of
effectiveness and recommends action to improve operations.
The Functional Organization
The original organization of the Office of the Commander was
planned and developed after a study of the organizational structures of
the Array Transport Service and the Naval Transportation Service. After
three years of operation under changing conditions and expanding responsi-
bilities, the need for a revised organization was evident. In developing
the new structure, certain fundamental principles were adhered to. Every
function involved in the mission of the organization was assigned as a
primary responsibility to a specific organizational component. The
authority essential to carrying out the function was then placed in the
hands of the responsible supervisor. The responsibilities of the head
of each functional component were clearly defined down to the section level,
In prescribing these responsibilities, however, it was clearly pointed out
that the operation of the informal organization was not to be restricted.

22
Initiative - the exercise of originating action
by an individual — is encouraged when properly-
coordinated with other cognizant staff personnel
in conformance with prescribed procedures and
instructions, so that the maximum experience and
knowledge of all staff members concerned may be
applied to a particular task, 22
Channels of command and supervision were highlighted to insure
that they would not be violated by staff members. Span of control was
limited to the member of personnel that could be effectively coordinated
and directed. Caution was exercised to insure that no member of the
organization would report to more than one supervisor with respect to
his primary duty. Finally, decentralized control was incorporated to
the extent possible, so long as it did not hamper the standardization of
procedures or infringe on the Commander's prerogative of policy control.
The resulting organizational structure has stood the test of time with
only minor changes necessary. The current organization is illustrated
in PLATE IV.
The Assistant Chief of Staff (Administration and Manpower): 'The
Chief of Staff is responsible for five important functions: organizational
planning, office management, military personnel administration, manpower
requirements, and communications. He carries out these functions in a line
capacity at the headquarters as well as at subordinate command level. His
goal is to increase productivity throughout the world-wide organization
by more effectively utilizing military personnel and facilities, by
applying improved management techniques, and by improving organizational
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objective, by supervising and controlling all budget accounts related to
his functions. The direction and control of the field activities is
implemented largely through the issuance of policies and procedures, the
review of field requests for additional personnel and facilities, and the
use of the services of the Inspector General. He is responsible for
security and for formulating communications plans and policies; supervising
related operating procedures throughout the worId-wide organization. In
conjunction with the Industrial Relations Officer, he determines the military
and civilian manpower needed to support current as well as mobilization
objectives. He is responsible for the training of active military personnel
and also inactive personnel in the MSTS sponsored reserve programs. He
maintains liaison with the Navy Department and other government departments
in all matters relating to his functions, and in this connection, represents
the Commander at all meetings. To assist him in carrying out his duties, he
has an immediate staff consisting of an assistant for administration and
manpower, a chaplain, a legal officer, and an assistant for Graphic Hatters.
The assistant for administration and manpower has control over five directors
who are responsible for the implementation of the major functions.
The Assistant Chief of Staff (Operations): This officer directs
the operation of all ships of the nucleus fleet and all other ships or space
acquired by the Military Sea Transportation Service. He adjusts lift
capability to meet the lift requirements of the shipper services and develops
plans designed to meet these requirements. He is responsible for the
development of standards relating to ship performance, including its crews,
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and for measuring actual performance against these standards. All com-
mercial shipping, except berth term shipments, is procured by personnel
within his organization. He is responsible for operational readiness of
government controlled shipping. While he exercises control of passenger
and cargo vessels through the offices of the subordinate commanders, he
directly controls the operation of all tankers. Tanker operations are
controlled centrally because of the peculiar world-wide nature of the
employment of tankers in their constant shifting from one area to another,
and since lift requirements are received from the Armed Services Petroleum
Agency in Washington. His goal is to employ the forces afloat effectively,
safely, and economically while satisfying the lift requirements of the
armed forces. Re represents the Commander in matters pertaining to ship
operations, and is assisted in the performance of his duties by special
assistants in the areas of planning and policy formulation, special project
requirements, intelligence, merchant marine matters, research and develop-
ment, and by four division directors, each controlling one of the major
types of services provided by MSTS, i.e., passenger operations, cargo
operation, tanker operations, and commercial water traffic.
Assistant Chief of Staff (Plans): This officer formulates the
long range and special planning necessary to fulfill the agency's mission
In peace or in war. He provides liaison with all government agencies and
the maritime Industry in matters affecting his objective.
Other Staff Officers; Rounding out the first level of the organiza-
tion, we find the Maintenance and Repair Officer who is responsible for the
material readiness of the government controlled ships; the Medical Officer
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who implements policies and procedures for providing adequate medical
services for the protection of the health of passengers and crew; the
Supply Officer who insures that optimum supply support and service is
provided to the agency and who maintains inventory control over material
and repair parts peculiar to MSTS ships; the Counsel; the Industrial
Relations Officer; and the Controller.
The Office of the Comptroller
The term "function" as used in organization, and especially in the
field of accounting or comptrollership, is defined as . .... "A task or group
23
of tasks requiring unique capabilities or abilities." What is the function
of comptrollership? The best known and most nearly authoritative reply to
this question is found in the official concept of control lership as developed
by the Controllers' Institute of America. In the Department of Defense, the
24
concept is established by law. In both military and commercial organiza-
tions, however, the function of comptrollership and how it should be executed
is largely a reflection of top management's own conception of what it should be
In the Military Sea Transportation Service, comptrollership in-
cludes those tasks which relate to budgeting, establishing tariffs, accounting,
statistical and financial reporting, disbursing^, internal control, auditing,
protecting assets, automatic electronic data processing, and last but most
important, providing the Commander with interpreted financial data which he
needs for planning, policy formulation, and control of operations. Efficiency,
economy, and control are the Comptroller's bywords.
23
David R. Anderson and Leo A. Schmidt, Practical Controllership
.
Rev. ed.j Homewood, Illinois, Richard D. Irwin, 1961) p. 14.
24 U.S., Congress, National Security Act Amendments of 1949 . Public Law
216, 81st Cong., 10 August, 1949, TITLE IV, Sec. 401.
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The Comptroller - The agency's comp troller la a Navy Supply Corps
officer with the rank of Captain. Re Is assisted by a civilian deputy In
the discharge of his comptrollership duties, and by three naval officer
assistants who act in a planning and staff capacity. His duties include a
combination of line and staff responsibilities. As the head of The Office
of the Comptroller, he must organize a team of civilian specialists trained
in the various tasks of comptrollership, and must coordinate their actions
toward the goals prescribed by the Commander. In his capacity, he is
responsible for the establishment of policies relating to the comptroller-
ship function consistent with the policies of the Department of Defense
and the Department of the Navy; the supervision of operations within his
organization; developing budgeting, accounting, statistical and financial
reports and procedures; exercising technical control over field comptrollers;
analyzing and interpreting financial and statistical data; and establishing
trends and evaluating their effect on operations.
In a staff capacity, the Comptroller is responsible for advising the
Commander and his staff on financial matters; providing technical assistance
to area and sub-area commands; maintaining liaison with the Department of
Defense, the military services, and other government agencies relative to
financial management matters; establishing and coordinating a command-wide
review and analysis program designed to measure performance and the utiliza-
tion of resources; and promptly informing the Commander on operations or
planned actions that appear uneconomical, inefficient, or unnecessary.
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The Office of the Comptroller is organized along functional lines.
It is composed of six operating divisions under the supervision of the
civilian deputy. Each division director is responsible for a major element
of the function of comptrollership. Work crossing organizational lines is
assigned and coordinated by the Deputy who acts as a buffer or catalyst,
as necessary to insure accurate and consistent performance. He also reviews
legislation, correspondence, policies, etc., from higher authority to
determine their effect on the financial operations of the Military Sea
Transportation Service, recommending proposed courses of action to the
Comptroller.
The Director, Budget Division - The Director of the Budget Division
is the financial planner of the organization. He is responsible for budget
formulation and execution within the policies prescribed by the Comptroller
and higher authority. His duties include the issuing of instructions and
premises for the preparation of the planning and operating budgets; initiating
the call for estimates; coordinating the formulation process, analysing esti-
mates, recommending tariff adjustments and revisions to the budget estimates
to the Comptroller, and preparing consolidated budget statements. He presents
the budgets to the Comptroller of the Navy, The Department of Defense, and
the Bureau of the Budget. He establishes budgetary controls and administers
the budget after its approval by higher authority. He is assisted in perform-
ing his duties by an assistant director.
The Budget Division is composed of the Nucleus Ship and Overhead
Budget Branch and the Contract Shipping Budget and Tariff Branch. The former
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organizational unit performs financial planning with respect to the operation
of the nucleus fleet and the support of the shore establishment. The
Contract Shipping Budget and Tariffs Branch analyses ocean transportation
requirements, and develops budget estimates for lifts to be transported
commercially. Xt also establishes and maintains tariffs, requests and
distributes appropriated funds which are received by the Agency, reporting
the status of these allotments to the alio ting bureaus.
Director. Accounting Division - This officer is the financial
historian of the organisation. He is responsible for developing and imple-
menting accounting policies and procedures within the framework established by
The Comptroller of the Navy. His duties consist of reviewing and analyzing
financial statements and related reports originating within the agency;
maintaining the official accounting records; preparing consolidated statements
and related reports issued to higher authority; and rendering professional
opinions and decisions on all accounting matters. He represents the Commander
on all accounting matters with the Comptroller of the Navy, the Department
of Defense, and other government agencies. He is assisted in discharging
his responsibilities by an assistant director who also coordinates the
actions of the organizational components of the Accounting Division. Three
branches report to the Directors (1) the General Accounting Branch, which
prepares and processes all accounting transactions, maintains the account-
ing records, and prepares financial reports for the headquarters; (2) the
Payables Branch, which verifies and processes for payment all invoicas
received at the headquarters, and maintains adequate control of accrued
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expenses; end (3) the Review and Consolidation Branch, which performs the
task of reviewing all accounts at the headquarters and related financial
reports received from the area and sub-area commanders, and prepares
consolidated statements reflecting the financial status of the Military Sea
Transportation Service.
Director. Statistics and Analysis Division - This officer maintains
the management dials of the organisation. He is responsible for formulating
and administering the statistical reporting system and the statistical and
cost analysis programs. He develops and maintains a reporting system
designed to provide the data necessary for evaluating performance. The
nature of his duties requires an extensive use of the informal organization,
since he often must cross organisational lines to accomplish his mission.
He has an assistant director and two branches within his division. The
Analyses Branch interprets control reports and performs whatever research
is necessary to highlight problem areas, and also operates the reports
control system of the Office of the Comptroller. The Statistics Branch
consists of two sections: (1) the Statistics and Billing Section, which
reviews, evaluates, and distributes statistical data extracted from billings;
and (2) the Utilisation and Special Reports Section, which obtains, processes,
and compiles ship utilization and performance data in order to determine the
degree of effectiveness in the utilisation of the Nucleus Fleet, both as to
time and space.
Director, Disbursing Division - This director is the only naval
officer at the division level. He is responsible for all disbursing functions
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at the headquarters and assists the tree and sub-area cansanders in
disbursing matter®. Within the policy guidance of the Comptroller of
the Navy, he formulates and implements special procedures required by the
unique disbursing operation of the Military See Transportation Service.
His division is composed of two Branches.* (1) the Cash Records Branch,
whose primary function is to record all cash transactions and prepare
related disbursing reports; and (2) the Voucher's Branch, which examines
and processes all public vouchers and travel claims for payment, He is
aided in the execution of his duties by an assistant director.
Director* Interim,!, Control Division - This officer develops manage*
ment controls and conducts reviews at the headquarters and at the subordinate
commands to Insure conformance with the established policies and procedures
relating to procurement, budgeting, accounting, statistical reporting and
analysis, disbursing, and reporting, He checks controls at all levels of
management; organisational structure, procedures , accuracy of records, and
provides the means through which the Comptroller can be assured that the
tasks of financial management are being performed effectively and in
accordance with his instructions. He is alao responsible for auditing non-
appropriated funds held by the subordinate comaands, as well as evaluating and
Interpreting audits of M5TS activities that are held by the Comptroller of
the Navy, and the General Accounting office.
Director, Data Processing Systems Division • This officer
develops j implement*, and efalnlafcera mi Integrated utemstlc data proeeaatng




pertaining to the utilization of automatic data processing equipment. His
division includes an assistant director and two branches -- the Systems
Analysis Branch and the Data Processing Branch. The former is responsible
for the evaluation of data processing requirements. It conducts surveys
of major functional areas, programs, and operations from the perspective of
designing and developing a mechanised system suitable to the needs of manage-
ment and the operators. The Data Processing Branch is primarily a service
organization designed to mechanically process financial and statistical
data for the headquarters.
The Field Organization
It was previously stated that the field organization of the Military
Sea Transportation Service is positioned where it can best serve the needs
of the shipper services. There are four major operational areas:
Commander. Military Sea Transportation Service. Par East Area --
This Commander, who is headquartered at Yokohama, Japan, has under his control
the MSTS offices at Saaebo, Taipei, Manila, Pusan, Inchon, and Okinawa.
Commander. Military Sea Transportation Service > Pacific Area •-
This Commander Is headquartered at San Francisco. He controls the MSTS
Offices at Guam, Long Beach, Honolulu, and Seattle, as well as all nucleus
•hips in the Pacific Fleet (except tankers).
Commander. Military Sea Transportation Service. Atlantic Area —
This Commander controls the MSTS Gulf Sub-Area and its component offices at
Houston and Mobile, as well as the MSTS offices at Balboa, Cocoa Beach,
Newfoundland, Norfolk, and San Juan. The Commander also has under his direct
operational control all nucleus ships assigned to the Atlantic Fleet (except
tankers) . He is headquartered at New York City.
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Commander, Military Sea Transportation Service, Eastern Atlantic
and Mediterranean : "-This Commander is located in London, England. He controls
the Mediterranean Sub Area Commander at Leghorn, Italy, and his component
offices at Casablanca and Naples, as well as the MSTS offices at Bremerhaven
and La Roche lie.
The organizational structure at each area command is generally
patterned after the organization of the Office of the Commander. The major
differences that do exist are caused by the fact that emphasis in the field
is placed on operations rather than on the broad planning function carried
on by the headquarters. From the standpoint of financial management, the
organization is structured functionally. While the field comptroller's
organization is generally similar to that of the Office of the Comptroller,
it varies according to the functions assigned to the Area Commander and to
the degree to which common services are received from other naval activities.
The Command Organization of the global complex is illustrated in
PLATS V. It would appear that the entire organization is built on a founda-
tion of field offices. While it is the smallest organizational element,
the MSTS office is the connecting link between the nucleus fleet and the
shipper services. It is the point where reputations are made or broken;
where economy is either achieved or lost. These offices are staffed with
from one to thirty people. The commanding officer exercises local operations
control of nucleus ships while they are in port, provides them with whatever
support is required, and assists ship turnaround. Rapid expansion or













































change overnight, depending on cargo traffic patterns. In connection
with time chartered commercial vessels, these offices provide a valuable





THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM IN BRIEF
Major Legislative Influences
On October 28, 1948, the Comptroller General announced the beginning
of a joint program for improving accounting in the Federal Government. The
announcement culminated a series of discussions between the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget, the Secretary of the Treasury, the Comptroller General,
aad members of the staff of the Senate Committee on Government Operations.
The basic goal of the program was to improve financial management practices
throughout government in a way which would satisfy the management needs of
the Executive and Legislative Branches. It contemplated the development of
a sound accounting system within each agency, sufficiently flexible to serve
the head of the agency, but designed so that it would be compatible with the
overall accounting system of the Federal Government. The program was to be
implemented through the efforts of the three agencies, in cooperation with
the administrative agencies and the Congress. Some of the recommendations
made by this joint committee have initiated important legislation — legis-
25
lation which has given direction to federal accounting.
The Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 is one of these.
It sets forth, among other things, a statement of public policy as to the
25
U.S. Senate, Financial Management in the Federal Government .
Senate Document No. 11, 87th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 40.
26
U.S. Congress, Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 1950 .





purposes that accounting and auditing should serve ia government, and
reflects the "congressional intent that the needs and responsibilities
of both the Executive and Legislative Branches be fully considered in
27
the establishment of accounting and reporting systems and requirements."
The statement of policy provides for the following:
1. Full disclosure of results of financial operations,
adequate financial data for operating and budgetary purposes,
and control over receipts, expenditures, funds, property,
and other assets.
2. Full consideration of the management needs of the
Executive and Legislative branches in the establishment
of accounting and reporting systems.
3. The maintenance of accounting systems and preparation of
financial reports as a responsibility of the Executive branch.
4. That auditing by the Comptroller General should be directed
toward determining the extent to which accounting and financial
reporting were fulfilling the purposes prescribed by law, regu-
lation, or with legal requirement j maintain an effective basis
for the settlement of accounts.
5. Simplified and more effective accounting, reporting,
budgeting, and auditing procedures and the elimination of
duplication.
6. An endorsement of the joint program by declaring that a
continuous program for the improvement of accounting and
financial reporting should be conducted by the Comptroller
General, Secretary of the Treasury, and the Director of the
Budget
.
The Act recognizee accounting as an operating tool by providing that
the head of each agency establish and maintain systems of accounting and
internal control in conformity with the principles, standards, and related
requirements prescribed by the Comptroller General.
27




Another significant piece of legislation, limited in scope to the
28
armed forces, is Title IV of the National Security Act amendment of 1949.
Title IV provides for the reorganization of fiscal management in the Depart-
ment of Defense in order to promote efficiency and economy. From the ac-
counting point of view, it calls for the establishment of uniform termi-
nologies, classifications, reporting systems, and accounting and internal
audit projects. It authorizes the establishment of working capital funds.
A third modern legislative influence in accounting is provided
29
by Public Law 84-863. This act directs each agency to take whatever action
is necessary to achieve consistency in accounting and budget classifications,
to synchronize these classifications with the organizational structure, and
to support budget estimates on the basis of cost and performance. It also
authorizes the use of an accrual accounting system.
It can be seen from the foregoing that the objectives of account-
ing in the eyes of the Congress, are to provide:
1. A media for effective control over expenditures and
promoting control over and reduction of costs.
2. A source of reliable fiscal data to serve as a basis for
and support of budget requests.
3. A working arm of management which can be used to measure
performance and effectiveness at each level of responsibility.
4. Accountability for assets and the assurance of the proper
discharge of this responsibility.
5. A financial communications system which will, through full
disclosure, satisfy the needs of the executive and legislative
branches of the government.
2g
U.S. Congress, National Security Act Amendments of 1949 . Public Law
216, 81st Cong., 10 August, 1949, TITLE IV.
29
U.S. Congress, Cost Based Budgets and Accrual Accounting . Public
Law 863, 70 STAT. 782, 84th Cong.
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It was stated previously that the Military Sea Transportation Service
is financed through the Navy Industrial Fund. The Secretary of Defense's
Instructions relative to fund accounting prescribe that each commercial type
activity shall have a "custom built" cost accounting system designed within
the legislative framework previously described; a system that will adequately
account for the stewardship of the activity and provide the necessary safe-
guards for the protection of the integrity of the working capital. Each
system must have the means of providing the basis for the determination of
cost per unit produced or per service rendered to the extent required for
equitable billing. Data must be accumulated ov, production or service costs
by category or type of cost so that cost effectiveness can be measured
against standards or the estimates of the appropriate cost control center,
and variances analysed for cause. If the type of production or services
rendered is suited to the use of fixed prices or rate schedules for the
work performed, then such standard prices must be developed on the basis of
cost and must include allowances for losses, contingencies, and variances
in order to protect the integrity of the working capital. Cost standards
that are developed, however, must be sufficiently conservative so as to
require real efforts to meet them, and must be based only on those costs
30
which are expected to be incurred.
The accounting system of the Military Sea Transportation Service
is pointed towards the Congressional objectives. It incorporates the
principles and standards of the Comptroller General and the Department of
3D U.S. Dept. of Defense, Financial Reports for Department of Defense
Funds . DOD Instruction 7410.5 dated 28 July, 1959.
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Defense's criteria for fund accounting. The system is patterned, for the most
part, after the accounting systems used by commercial shipping companies,
modified as necessary, to insure the unique aspects of the MSTS operation
are fully disclosed. Emphasis is placed on management's need for information,
rather than on accounting as an end in itself. A double entry system of
31
accounting is employed and data is accumulated on an accrual basis.
Those accounting functions which are not peculiar to ocean
transportation are carried out in accordance with the policies and instructions
issued by the Comptroller of the Navy. These instructions are set forth in
the Navy Comptroller's Manual. For the most part, they pertain to fidelity
accounting, property accounting, and those common elements of fund account-
ing. ''Custom Built" procedures are published in the Navy Industrial Fund
Handbook for the Military Sea Transportation Service, NAVEXOS B-1280. These
instructions, while approved by the Comptroller of the Navy, are originated
by the Comptroller of the Military Sea Transportation Service. The requisites
which provide the framework for the development of these tailored instructions
include a consideration of organisation and personnel, the needs of manage-
ment, the provisions of law, the provisions of internal control, the functions
of ocean transportation, and the principle that all data accumulated must be
in a form which is suitable for Integration with the records of the Comptroller
of the Navy and the Treasurer of the United States. From the accounting
standpoint, NAVEXOS P-1280, sets forth the chart of accounts, including the
description and use of each account, the accounting records and books of
original entry which are to be maintained, the methods of accumulating costs,
and instructions pertaining to the preparation and submission of financial
reports.
___
. Personal interview with Mr. L. G. Butts, Director,
Accounting Division, Office of the Comptroller, Military Sea Transportation




The accounts maintained by the agency include balance sheet
accounts, revenue and expense accounts, and accrued receipt or expendi-
ture accounts. An intra MSTS clearing account is also maintained for
the purpose of accumulating and reporting expenses incurred by one area
commander for the account of another. The accounts are identified by a
four digit numeric code. The first two digits identify the type and major






The revenue and expense accounts are designed to accumulate data
by type of income or expense, by type of service, and in some cases, by
individual job. When coupled with the activity's or ship's accounting number.,
they provide the financial data needed for budgeting, budgetary control,
pricing, and cost control. The balance sheet account sub-classifications,
on the other hand, provide a detailed description of the financial status
of the Military Sea Transportation Service. The major account classifica-
tions utilized are illustrated in TABLE 1 while TABLE 2 explodes one major
classification into its component accounts.
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TABLE 1. Major Account Classifications of the Military Sea















Income and Expense Accounts
4000 Income Accounts
4100 Cargo Ships Revenue
4200 Passenger Ships Revenue
4300 Petroleum Ships Revenue
4400 Special Project Ships Revenue
4500 Non Operating Income
4600 Non Tariff Operations Zncoi&&
5000 Expense Accounts
5100 MSTS Nucleus Ship Expense
5200 Charter and Ships Contract
Expense
3300 Overhead Expense
5400 Non Tariff Operations Expense
Source: K&VBXOS P-1280, NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND HANDBOOK FOR THE MILITARY




Major Account Classification 5200, Charter and Ships Contract
















































Source : NAVEX0S P-1280 NA¥Y INDUSTRIAL FUND HANDBOOK FOR THE MILITARY
SKA TRANSPORTATION SERVICE: Chapter 03, para. 030105.
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Accumulation of Costa and Income
While the accounting system is similar to those used by commercial
shipping companies , it differs in one major area. Most private companies
segregate all income and expense by the individual voyages of each ship,
thus rendering a profit and loss statement for each trip. o . y
ing" , as this method is called, is a valuable tool in determining profitably
by ship or route, and in evaluating the profitability of ships schedule.
The Military Sea Transportation Service, however, uses a more simplified
system, incorporating some of the thinking behind "voyage accounting", by
matching income and expense by ship, and by month.
All expense which is incurred by the agency, and which is
chargeable to the Navy Industrial Fund, whether related to ashore or afloat
operations, is ultimately charged to one of the four major types of shipping;
i.e., passenger, cargo, petroleum, special lifts. The operating and over-
head costs of the shore activities are pro-rated to each type of shipping
on the basis of the estimated time spent on each. A periodic review of
the percentages used for this allocation process is made to insure equitable
distribution. Direct costs of the nucleus fleet are Identified by type of
shipping when they are incurred.
Not all costs, however, are financed by the Navy Industrial
Fund. The following types of expense are financed by annual or no year
appropriations and are excluded from the account classifications previously
described
:
32 U.S. Bept. of the Navy, Chief of Naval Operations, Terms of
Reference for the Military Sea Transportation Service ,, OFNA? Instruction
5440.58, Tap F, p. 6.
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1. New construction or conversion of ships.
2. Pay and allowances of military personnel, attached to the
Military Saa Transportation Service.
3. Official representation; entertainment of foreign officials, etc
4. Additions or changes in the military characteristics of the
ships of the nucleus fleet.
5. Repairs of ships due to battle damage, or ice damage
incurred in special arctic operations.
6. Routine maintenance and repair of military equipment in-
stalled on HSTS ships.
7. Procurement of plant account property.
These costs are accumulated and reported outside of the MSTS account-
ing system either through open-end allotments, or regular allotments. The
latter may be granted to the headquarters for sub-alloting or directly to
the cost control center. At present, three allotments are held by the
Military Sea Transportation Services "Contingencies of the Navy" for the
purpose of financing official representations, a Bureau of Ships operating
and maintenance allotment for the procurement of plant account and the
financing of the repairs and maintenance costs cited above, and a Bureau
of Weapons allotment for the installation of meteorological program




The accounting records for the most part are maintained by
electronic accounting and data processing equipment. They are similar in
scope and content to those usually kept by a commercial activity using the
double entry method of accrual accounting. The following books of original
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or final entry are maintained by the Office of the Comptroller, and the
comptroller of the subordinate command:
The Journal Voucher Register; This record is a listing of all
journal vouchers which are not classified as payables or collectibles.
The record is maintained for the purpose of recording miscellaneous
transactions which are not provided for in the other books of original
entry. Each journal voucher is recorded for control purposes only. In
effect, the journal voucher register serves the purpose of a general
journal.
The Voucher Register; This book is maintained for the purpose
of recording transactions involving the procurement of material, supplies,
services, etc., and to facilitate posting to the general ledger accounts.
Individual voucher jackets are prepared and recorded therein after a proper
audit and verification of vendors invoices. A file of vouchers payable is
broken down into two parts, commercial vouchers payable and government
vouchers payable. After payment, the voucher jacket is marked with the
details of the payment and payment is posted to the voucher register. At
the end of each month, the various columns of the voucher register are
footed and posted to the general ledger accounts and to the appropriate
subsidiary accounts.
Cash Receipts and Cash Disbursements Books: These records are
maintained by the Disbursing Officer for the purpose of recording all cash
collections or disbursements for the account of the Navy Industrial Fund.
Other transactions which affect the Disbursing Officer's account of advances
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and which are not attributed to the Navy Industrial Fund are recorded in
separate cash receipts and cash disbursements books and are not co*
mingled with MSXS accounting. At the end of each acoounting period, the
books are made available to Accounting Division personnel who post the
footed columns to the general ledger and to the appropriate subsidiary
accounts.
The General Ledger; The ledger is maintained s© as to reflect,
in summary form, the charges and credits to each account set forth in
the chart of accounts. Subsidiary records are maintained where necessary
for the purpose of recording the details of the summaries. The ledger
consists of the balance sheet accounts and the temporary proprietary
accounts. The latter, consisting of income and expense accounts, are
closed at the end of each fiscal year.
External Reporting
In discharging his responsibility under the National Security
Amendments of 1949, the Secretary of Defense prescribed a system of
reporting which facilitates the overall review of budget estimates? the
determination of appropriate financial control measures, and the
preparation of reports to the President, the Congress, and the cognizant
33
executive agencies. The instructions are issued to assure the
reporting requirements of other agencies are satisfied and to meet the
requirement for a uniform and Integrated system of reporting. They do
not pertain Co fiaaneial operating reports which must be developed by
this Individual industrial fund managers or activities.
33





Pursuant to these instructions, and the amplifying instructions
of the Comptroller of the Navy, the Military Sea Transportation Service
submits a series of quarterly reports and annual budgetary and management
reviews to the Comptroller of the Navy for incorporation in the Navy
Industrial Fund Report. The quarterly reports communicate the financial
status of the agency and the progress made on its financial programs.
They include the following reports:
1. Statement of Financial Condition
2. Statement of Revenue and Expense
3. Summary of Source of Revenue
4. Changes in the Principal of the Funds
5. Statement of Cash Sources and Applications
The reports are accompanied by a narrative statement interpreting significant
financial and operating changes and trends, also providing information on
significant accomplishments and proposed management actions. The narrative
includes comments on policies followed in billing and pricing services to
customers; an appraisal of progress in the adoption and use of performance
measurement techniques; an analysis of current and projected workloads and
their effect on planning operations; and a discussion of the modern operat-
ing control practices and other management tools in use. The nature of
significant items contributing to the net operating results are interpreted,
analysed, and highlighted in the narrative in order to provide a clear but
concise basis for the review and evaluation of the financial reports by
higher authority.
Internal Reporting
Financial reporting within the Military Sea Transportation Service
is performed on a monthly and quarterly basis. Each cost control center
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submits three types of reports: accounting reports, which provide the
historical data needed for external reporting; control reports, consisting
of selected financial and operating data which provide management with a
continuing and systematic review of trends and current developments; and
special reports, which provide the status of problem areas uncovered by
the control reports. Only accounting reports are discussed in this
chapter. Control and special reports are covered in chapter V.
The accounting reports include the activity's balance sheet and
statement of income and expense which are submitted montly, within eighteen
days after the close of the period covered by the reports. The balance
sheet is supported by an analysis of the changes in working capital, and
a statement of the value of vouchers issued or credit received for each
intra-MSTS clearing account.
The external reporting requirements of the agency necessitate
the accumulation of some data which are not reflected in the summary general
ledger accounts. Accordingly, quarterly supplemental reports are submitted
to the headquarters showing more detailed information for non-operating
income, travel advances, and cash transactions.
Annually, by the first day of the second month following the
close of the fiscal year, the subordinate commands must submit a "Statement
of Reconciliation of Cash Account." These statements are consolidated by
the Office of the Comptroller and reconciled with the MSTS cash balance as
shown in the central ledgers of the Navy. Detailed listings of transactions
supporting the reconciliation are not forwarded to the Office of the Comptroller
but are retained at the field level. The data which are included in the





one, the operation of reconciling abstracts of charges and credits as listed
on the Navy Regional Accounts Offices' cost registers is performed monthly.
TABUS 3. Format for the Reconciliation Statement of the Cash Account,
Prepared as of the End of the Fiscal Year by all Cost
Control Centers.
Name of Command
Reconciliation of Cash Account
As of 30 June, 196
Balance per Account 1101 $ 1,000,000
ADD:
Expenditures recorded in books
not reported on Navy Regional
Accounts Office Register 50, 000
Receipts reported on Navy
Regional Accounts Office
Register, not recorded in books 50.000
Total... $ 1,100,000
DEDUCT:
Expenditures reported on Navy
Regional Accounts registers,
not recorded in books 70, 000
Receipts recorded on books not
reported on Navy Regional Accounts
Office registers 80.000
Total deductions. .. 150,000
BALANCE $ 950,000
Source: NAVEXOS P-1230. NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND HANDBOOK FOR THE MILITARY
SEA TRANSPORTATION SERVICE: Chapter 03, para. 030994.
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The total expense which has been accumulated on work in process
is charged, at the end of each month, to the ultimate expense account, or
in the case of reimburseable expense, to accounts receivable so that the
work in procee? account reflects a zero balance at the end of the month,
regardless of the state of completion of the job. A report of maintenance
shop operations showing a summary of shop expense by type of cost and costs
of work performed by type of job is submitted quarterly by the Atlantic
and Pacific Area Commanders to the Office of the Comptroller. Maintenance
and repair costs by account classification are also reported.
Property Accounting
"Title 10 U.S. Code 2701(a) prescribes that the Secretary of
Defense, under the regulations promulgated by him, shall cause to be
maintained records of the fixed property, installations, and major equipment
items of the Military departments that are in use, both on a quantitative
34
and monetary basis." For control purposes, property is divided into the
following classes:
1. Plant Property Class 1 - Land
2. Plant Property Class 2 - Buildings and Improvements
3. Plant Property Class 3 - Equipment
The Military Sea Transportation Service has, under its control, only Class 3 -
plant property. This class Includes machinery or equipment of a capital nature,
such as machine tools, equipment used in production or in the performance of
services, etc. It does not include items of equipment which are consumed in
such processes. Generally, equipment which has an acquisition cost of $100
34
U.S., Cept. of the Navy, Office of the Comptroller, Navy Comptroller' s
Manual . Vol. II, para. 036000-2.
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or store, inclusive of installation cost, is classified as plant property.
Detailed criteria for the determination of plant property and exempted
items are found in the Navy Comptroller's Manual. As stated previously,
plant property is not financed by the Industrial Fund. About $1.5 million
dollars of property is dispersed throughout the global organisation. It
is accounted for by the area or subarea commander on an individual item
basis in accordance with the instructions of the Navy Comptroller.
The agency also has about $350,000 of special industrial pro-
duction equipment as well as minor property; i.e., property which is
capital in nature but fails to meet the criteria for plant property.
Formal accounting is not performed for minor property, except for those
items which have been earmarked by the financing bureau. Continuous
accountability is not required, and reports of the money value of minor
property are submitted only when requested by the cognisant bureau. The
specialised production equipment is handled similarly, except that a







In a commercial company, the budget formulation process usually begins
with establishing the goals of the business within the economic climate ex-
pected to prevail during the budget year. On the basis of this plan or state-
ment of policies, sales and income forecasts are developed to meet the pre-
scribed objectives of management. While the sales forecast is often the most
difficult to accomplish accurately, it is the most important part of the budget
structure since it influences all other segments of the budget. The next step
in the formulation process normally consists of the preparation of a production
plan designed to meet the requirements of the sales forecast. Estimates are
then made of the cost of goods to be sold; the materials to be purchased,
stocked, and consumed; the labor effort required to carry out the plan; and
finally, the operating expenses necessary to obtain budgeted sales and to
deliver the products or services to the consumer. Ail these activities are
planned in relation to each other and especially in relation to the anticipated
sales level. If the job is well done, the completed budget meets the defini-
36
tion of a coordinated financial plan for the operation of the business.
The budget process in the Military Sea Transportation Service
is similar in many respects to commercial budgeting. The differences that
do exist are attributed, for the most part, to requirements of law, and to
36




the long review cycle inherent in government budgeting rather than to
methodology. The process begins with the President's statement of policy
and the development of an estimate of sales based on the lift requirements
of each military service. Expense budgets are constructed within the
framework of public policy and are directly related to the forecasted
business activity expected during the budget year. The integrated budget
is designed to meet the objectives of the nation as they regard ocean
transportation. There are two distinct phases; the preparation of the
planning budget and the development of the operating budget. Both
accurately represent the programs and objectives of the agency, but are
prepared at different points in time. They are prepared from the same
source data, but do not ordinarily agree in all respects because of major
differences in format, substance, preparation date, and purpose. The
planning budget, as the name implies, is the earlier and broader forecast,
while the operating budget is more detailed and is oriented towards the
execution and control phases of financial planning.
The Planning Budget
While the planning budget includes less supporting detail than is
required for the planning and immediate control of operations, it must
thoroughly explain the plans which underlie the budget data. It must be ln«
terpreted to represent the programs that, in the judgment of the Commander,
are believed attainable through the best efforts of his organisation undr.r




that are reflected in the planning budget mist conform to the known
policies of the President, to public lav, and to the general policies
a
set forth by the Bureau of the Budget. The latter usually include
guidance with respect to the preparation of budget year estimates for
continuing programs, new programs, new contract authorisations, functions
resulting from new or proposed legislation, personnel compensation, the
effects of price level changes, and policies with respect to the prepara-
tion of supporting schedules showing current and historical transactions.
Detailed instructions for the preparation and submission of the
planning budget estimates are issued by the Controller of the Navy about
twelve months before the budget year. Usually, they include the premises
upon which the estimates are to be developed and amplify the broader
policies and instructions of the Bureau of the Budget. They pertain to
all industrial fund activities. Although each activity's budget estimate
is reviewed independently, all must eventually be consolidated into the
Navy Industrial Fund budget. Cotqpatability is therefore essential, and
deviations from the instructions of the Navy Comptroller are not authorised.
Upon receipt of the budget guidelines, the agency begins the
formulation process by requesting each military service to submit estimates
of its ocean shipping requirements detailed as to routing and commodity
classification. The estimated lift requirements are costed at the current
tariff levels to form the sales and income forecast for the budget year,
and to provide the military services with financial data upon which to base
37
U.S., Bureau of the Budget, Instructions for the Preparation and
Submission of Annual Budget Estimates , tali I Circular to! L*1 , Sec, - i:,
I
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their annual appropriation requests tor ocean transportation. The tales
and income forecasts serve as the basis for determining the level of
manpower and the resources required by the agency in order to carry out
its programs for the budget year. Expense budgets are developed centrally
at the headquarters from current and historical data tempered by known
planned requirements. When completed, the planning budget represents
a comprehensive analysis of current and past year financial results, and
a determination of the financing required for the balance of the current
year, and for the entire budget year. The budget package consists of the
following financial statements mt& schedules:
**• Statement of Financial Condition: actual and proforma
balance sheets for the past two, the current j and the budget
years, similar in content to comparative balance sheets of
a commercial enterprise with one exception. Since capital
investment is not financed by the Navy Industrial Fund, fixed
assets are excluded from the asset section of the balance
sheet and are shown as supplementary data at the foot of the
statement.
b * Statement, of Revenue mad Costs
:
actual and proforma profit
and loss statements showing revenue and expense and related
statistical data for the past, current, and budget year. The
statement is similar to a combined statement of income and
retained earnings since it includes a section for operating
results showing net profit or loss for the fiscal year; prior
year adjustments; operating results brought forward at the
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beginning of the period, and accumulated retained earnings
at the end of the fiscal year. The operating statistics
section of the statement discloses costs incurred during the
accounting period by the Military Sea Transportation Service
but not funded by the Naval Industrial Fund: i.e., military
personnel costs? depreciation on plant and equipment; military
and civilian personnel on board at the end of tht* fiscal year;
and selected statistical data on lifts transported.
c. Summary of Sources of Revenue; a statement which shows,
for the past, current, and budget years, total amounts billed
or expected to be billed to each Military service and to the
Department of Defense, by consumer appropriation; the total
amounts billed to other government departments; billings to
non-appropriated funds, individuals; and the unbilled balance
of customer orders at the end of each year.
d. Sucasary of Changes in Principal of Fund : a statement which
discloses the actual or anticipated changes in the cash alloca-
tions j capitalized assets,, and liabilities assumed during past,
current, and budget year.
e. Narrative statement; a statement supporting the financial
data submitted; highlighting the progress, achievements, problem
areas, and other factors of significance in the operation of the






Gash Reconciliation Schedule: a reconciliation of the cash
balance as recorded on the books of the agency and the U. S.
Treasury on June 30 of the past year.
g. Adjustments to Costs Schedule; a statement showing credit
adjustments to accrued costs. Since the costs reflected in the
planning budget are on a net basis, and since final budgetary
requirements dictate the stating of costs on a gross basis, a
schedule of credit adjustments must be included.
h. Object Classification Summary: a statement listing the actual
or estimated accrued expenditures for the past, current, and budget
years by object classification in order to provide the Bureau of
the Budget with a uniform basis for consideration of the budget
estimates and for consolidation of certain information on a
government-wide basis. Object classes which are included in this






21 Travel and Transportation of Persons
22 Transportation of Things
23 Rent, Communications, and Utilities
24 Printing and Reproduction
25 Other Services




41 Grants, Subsidies, and Contributions
42 Insurance Claims and Indemnities




a schedule which amplifies the financial
data submitted In the object classification summary by providing
for the past, current, and budget year, related statistical data
on the number of personnel and the number of positions on hand.
j. Reconciliation Statement to Object Classification; a statement
which reconciles the accrued expenditures reported on the financial
statements with the schedule of object classifications reported in
the object classification summary.
fc. Supplementary Exhibits; various schedules designed to support
the budget estimates by providing additional data similar to the
following:
1. Average civilian employment, including manpower narrative
statements, average military employment, overtime, excess
leave taken over earned leave, number of personnel employed
by geographic area, average manyears of employment, etc.
2. Electronic data processing equipment employed, and related
information.
3. Maintenance and improvement of real property.
4. Analyses of direct and indirect labor costs including
the number of personnel, military and civilian, used in each
category.
5. Percent of direct labor covered by standard costs.
6. Percent of billings at predetermined prices.
.,
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As part of the annual budget process and as provided for in the
Industrial Fund Regulations, the planning budget is submitted to the
Comptroller of the Navy for initial review and approval, and then to the
Department of Defense and the Bureau of the Budget. Estimates are reviewed
with respect to the cost and sales forecasts; the relationship of this
forecast to the shipper services' appropriations requests; working capital
requirements; financial and accounting policies; legal requirements or
limitations; and the stated policies of the President. Upon completion
of these detailed reviews, the planning budget is consolidated with the
budget estimates of all other industrial fund activities by the Comptroller
of the Navy and is submitted to the Congress for final acceptance.
In the consolidation process, the estimates, for tbi< most part,
are commingled with those of ail other Navy Industrial Fund activities.
Thus, in the final product, the Budget of the United States, only tw©
simple one line entries in the Programing and Financing Schedule of the
Navy Industrial Fund can be identified as relating to the function of ocean
transportation: (1) The cost of goods and services produced, and (2)
customer orders received by che Military Sea Transportation Service.
Included in the national budget, however, is a brief description of the
services provided by the agency and a summary of the estimated workload
and costs expected in the four major areas of operation: cargo shipping,










The operating budget is a short terra forecast which, if accepted
by the Department of Defense, becomes the financial operating plan for
the year in question. 'On.like its predecessor* it expresses a detailed
plan of action in financial terms and is therefore developed jointly- by
the headquarters and the area and cognizant subarea cosEmanders. The
formulation process consists of updating the estimate of sales, develop-
ing an operating force plan to meet the requirements of the armed forces,
preparing related overhead and operating expenses budgets, adjusting
tariff rates to eliminate excessive profits or losses anticipated during
the budget years, and preparing financial statements to reflect these
changes. A schematic illustration of the process is shown in PLfcTE VI.
After the approval of the planning budget by the Bureau of the
Budget, the Military Sea Transportation Service requests each military
department to provide a current and more detailed breakdown of its
ocean shipping requirements. The requirements which are submitted by
the shipper services show, by type of operation, the routing and shipping




Lift classifications for which the Armed Forces Subwit
Requirements, by Route and Month of Shipment, to the






General cargo, ammunition, privately
owned automobiles, cargo carrying
trailers, other special cargo, air-
craft, reefer, bulk, retrograde •
empty conex containers, scrap, salvage-
able material, other empty containers,
dunnage, and cargo handling gear.
Revenue-dependent cabin class, revenue-
other cabin class, revenue- troop class,
non revenue-cabin class, non revenue-
troop class, an unit or complete
organisation lii'?.«.
Black or clean products by type of
sponsor such as troop support, re-
imbursable, or as specified in the
requirements
.
Special Project: Troop support, civilian aid, reimburs-
able lifts, Mutual Defense Assistance
Program lifts, or as specified in the
requirements.
Requirements for special projects must
include the number of ships required,
estimated assignment dates, estimated
release dates, the number of ship days
to be employed, estimated dry cargo
requirements, the number of passengers,
and bulk petroleum requirements as
appropriate
.
Source: Personal interview with Mr. H. S. Beck, Jr., Head, Contract
Shipping Budget and Tariff Branch, Budget Division, Office of the
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The quantitative requirements are converted into an annual sales
forecast through the application of current MSTS tariffs. Concurrently,
these requirements are analysed and matched against the lift capability
of the nucleus fleet. On the basis of this comparison, an operating force
plan Is developed setting forth the proposed method of meeting the shipper
services' requirements. The supporting details of the plan must account
for all available time and space of MSTS controlled shipping, by route
and commodity, and must show the proposed way of meeting the requirements
in excess of the nucleus fleet's capability. The operating force plan
thus prescribes the lift to be carried by controlled shipping and by
commercial vessels, the latter being further analyzed to reflect the
lift by American flag and foreign flag vessels and by type of contract
to be employed.
The approved operating force plan serves as the basis for the
final estimate of sales; a forecast which shows, by lift classification,
the monthly revenue expected to be generated by the nucleus and com-
mercial fleets, by type of carrier, and in the case of commercial
ships, by type of contract.
It was stated previously that the expense budgets are
developed jointly by the Commander and his Area Commanders. TABLE 5
shows, by formulating command, the type of expense budgets prepared:
I
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TABLE 5: Cost Control Centers of the Military Sea Transportation
Service and the types of expense budgets maintained by them.
Cost Control Center
Commander, Military Sea Transportation
Service, Washington, D. C.
Commander, Military Sea Transportation
Service, Atlantic Area
Coanander, Military Sea Transportation
Service, Pacific Area
Coanander, Military Sea Transportation
Service, Eastern Atlantic and
Mediterranean
Coanander, Military Sea Transportation
Service, Far East Area
Coanander, Military Sea Transportation
Service, Gulf Sub Area
Expense Budget
1. Coanercial ocean shipping
2. Headquarters overhead
3. Major maintenance and repairs
of nucleus fleet ships,
including alterations, in-
activations, and activations
1. nucleus fleet operating
expenses
2. Overhead - local and sub-
ordinate commands except
New Orleans Sub Area
1. Nucleus fleet operating
expense
2. Overhead* local and subord-
inate coraaanda
1. Overhead - local and sub-
ordinate commands
1. Overhead - local and sub-
ordinate commands




The headquarters overhead expense budget estimates and ship main-
tenance and repair expenses beyond the estimates of the Area Commanders
originate in the cognisant divisions of the headquarters and are submitted
to the Office of the Comptroller for analysis, review, and consolidation
with the field expense budgets. Coomercial shipping expense is forecasted
by the Budget Division after a careful analysis of the operating plan. It
is developed on the basis of past experience tempered by a consideration of
the nature and size of the lift requirements, the type and capacity of the
ships available, the routing and distances involved, seasonal implications,
and the type of shipping contracts cited.
The net income for the coming year is then computed by the Budget
Division. If it appears that an excessive profit or loss will occur, ad-
justments to the tariffs are recommended to the Commander in order to balance
revenue against expense. Tha next step consists of reassembling the adjusted
data into (1) the Statement of Income and Expense, (2) the Statement of
Budgeted Income by Sponsor, (3) the Statement of Operating Expense - HSTS
Nucleus Ships, and (4) the Statement of Overhead Expenses. The Budget Branch
then analyses the effect income and expense will have on the financial
condition of the agency as reflected at the end of the current year. On
the basis of this study, a (5) 'Preforms© Balance Sheet and (6) a Summary of
Changes in Working Capital during the budget year are prepared. The six
statements are then assembled and presented to the Department of Defense
for review and approval. The operating budget for the fiscal year 1962
is illustrated in the APPESBIE.
i
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The Area Commander's Budget
The policies and procedures which guide the area or sub area commander
in the preparation and presentation of his expense budgets are set forth in
MSTS Instruction 7130. 1A. Since these budgets are an integral part of the
overall operating plan and must be consolidated by the headquarters comptroller,
strict compliance with the prescribed format is necessary. Budget submissions
include the overhead budget which presents estimates of the general, adminis-
trative , and operating expenses to be incurred by the shore elements of the
Area Commander's organisation, and the nucleus ship operating budget reflect-
ing all expenses expected to be incurred by the sea going units under his
operational control.
Overhead budgets are developed on the basis of the number of personnel
and facilities considered necessary to support the command mission during the
budget year pursuant to the assumptions and guidelines, Including projected
lift requirements, which are provided by the Commander, Military Sea Trans-
portation Service. A detailed forecast of expense is prepared for each
overhead account. For purposes of control and presentation, these accounts
are grouped Into seven major classifications: Salaries and Wages; Indoctri-
nation and Training; Ships 1 Design, development and Experimental Expenses;
Travel; Public Information, Other .Expenses; and Reimbursable Overhead Expenses.
The budget package submitted to the headquarters includes a summary of these
control groups, reflecting within each group, the anticipated expense by
component account. Detailed exhibits, similar to that illustrated in PLATE VII,
are included for the Individual component accounts or combinations of related
accounts. Each exhibit must include a narrative justification as well as a
detailed breakdown of costs and related statistical data. A schedule of over-
head budget control groups and their component accounts are shown in TABLE 6.
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TABLE 6: Schedule of Overhead Budget Control Groups and the Component
Accounts for -which Detailed Exhibits Must Be included in the
Overhead Budget of Each of the Cost Control Centers.
Control Group















Regular time, classified, including
annual, sick, and military leave.
Regular time, unclassified, including
annual, sick, and military leave.
Indigenous labor.
Overtime, classified and unclassified.
Salaries and wages, classified and
unclassified
.




Various employer payroll contributions
Occupancy of premises.
Equipment rental.




Operation of automotive equipment.
Operational equipment.




Expenses which are reimbursable and
which are incurred for other govern-
ment departments.
Source: U.S., Department of the Navy, Military Sea Transportation Service,
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The nucleus ship operating budgets are submitted only by the Area
Commander who has ships of the nucleus fleet under his direct operational
control o The budget is presented in two parts. The first part reflects
the expense to be incurred by those nucleus vessels in full operational
status during the entire budget year. Estimates are made on the assumption
that these ships will be utilised on the same operational pattern as the
current year. An exception to this premise is authorised when the Area
Commander has anticipated a revision to the operating pattern and can
fully justify the change. Expense forecasts are based on historical cost
data, known planned requirements, and scheduled overhauls. The second part
of the budget reflects those expenses expected to be incurred by ships
scheduled for full operational status during only a portion of the budget
year. It is developed on the basis of past experience and on the operating
plans provided by the Commander, Military Sea Transportation Service. For
purposes of control and presentation, the operating expense accounts applicable
to both parts of the nucleus ship operating budget are grouped into twelve
major classifications which are illustrated in TABUS 7. The budget package
presented to the Commander consists of the following documentation.
PART I
1. A consolidated summary, by control group and component accounts,
of the actual or estimated expenses for the past, current, and
budget year for all nucleus ships.
2. An individual summary, similar in scope and format to the con-
solidated summary, for each of the four major types of operations
cargo, passenger, tanker 8 or special project ships.
tflMMTiq
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3. Detailed exhibits, similar to the overhead budget
exhibits in method of presentation, shoving expense
and related statistics for each of the control groups
and its component accounts, by ship.
FART II
1. An individual exhibit, presenting the forecasted
expense and statistical data group and its component
accounts, by ship for the current and budget year,
broken down into the following time periods; full




TABLE 7: Schedule of Nucleus Ship Operating Expense Control Groups end
their Component Accounts for Which Detailed Exhibits Must be
Submitted in Justification of Amounts Requested by the Cognisant
Area Commanders in their Nucleus Ship Operating Budgets.
Control Group
X. Salaries and Wages &
Related Expenses
II. Indoctrination and Training
III, Propulsion Fuel
IV. Subsistence
V. Other Ship Operating
Expense
VI. Ships Equipage
VII. Maintenance and Repaii
of Ships
VIII. Alteration of Ships
Unprogrammed
IX. Alteration of Ships
Programmed
X. Activation of Ships
XI. Inactivation of Ships
XII. Extraordinary Repairs
Component Accounts
Includes exhibits for regular time,
overtime, relief officers, bonuses,
annual, sick, and military leaves,
personnel awaiting assignment, and




Crew, cabin mess, and troop mess
Travel, cash in lieu of quarters,
consumable supplies, bedding and table-
ware, medical and dental expenses,
transportation and material handling,
laundry, port charges, repairs to
special material by disposal, gains or
losses on special material in store by
inventory or accounting, terminal
demurrage, and miscellaneous expenses.
Ships equipage












Source; U.S., Department of the Navy, Military Sea Transportation Service,




"The control of an undertaking consists of teeing
that everything is being carried out in accordance
with the plan which has been adopted, the orders
which have been given, and the principles which
have been laid down. Its objective is to point
out mistakes in order that they may berectifled
and prevented from occurring again." *
Control ... a simple word with a profound meaning in the field of
business administration. While much has been written on the concept of
control,, the definition cited above is difficult to improve on. How is
control exercised in the Military Sea Transportation Service? What controls
are placed on the Commander by the Congress and the President? How does he,
in turn, assure himself that operations are proceeding according to his
instructions? This chapter attempts to answer these questions.
Concessional Cfrntro^s
There are two types of controls placed on the Commander, Military
Sea Transportation Service by the Congress. The first type provides the frame
work within which the operations of the agency are to be conducted. Controls
of this nature are expressed in terms of policy through the media of substantive
M
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legislation. Direction in such matters as the equitable distribution of
lift requirements between government and commercial shipping, the support
of the Merchant Marine and the like is provided in this manner. The second
type of control is more administrative in nature. It is exercised through
the budgetary process and 13 directed, for the most part, towards the
economical use of funds, or in some cases, toward the contrary objective of
protecting vested interests. It may be applied directly to the Military Sea
Transportation Service by restricting specific elements of the Navy In-
dustrial Pund budget; by limiting the number of civilian or military
personnel to be employed in the function of ocean transportation; or by
placing limitations on the amounts appropriated to other bureaus for the
procurement of ships and equipment to be utilized by the Military Sea
Transportation Service. Controls may be imposed Indirectly by including,
in the annual appropriations of the shipper services, limitations on how
these funds are to be expended for ocean transportation. Finally, control
of expenditures is exercised, to some extent, through the provisions of
Section 3679 of the Revised Statutes, as amended through 1957.
The Industrial Fund and Section 3679
The Anti-Deficiency Act, as Section 3679 of the Revised Statutes
is called, provides the Congress and the President with the means of con-
trolling the rate of expenditures through the use of an apportionment system.
Briefly, the provisions of the Act require the apportionment or re-apportion-
ment of obligational authority by an officer, other than the Head of the
Department concerned, in a manner which will preclude the need for deficiency
or supplemental appropriations. For the Secretary of the Navy, the apportionment
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officer is the Director of the Bureau of the Budget. Control is exercised
by withholding appropriations in excess of actual requirements, by estab-
lishing reserves for contingencies , by extending control to the operating
level through a system of allotments, by providing a system of reporting
violations to the Congress and to the President, and by providing for a
severe penalty to be inflicted on any officer who wilfully over-obligates
or over-expends his allotment.
While the provisions of Section 3679 have a profound effect on
the control of appropriated funds allotted to the agency by other bureaus,
they do not provide control over the Industrial Fund's expenditures for
ocean transportation. Under Section 3679 (£) 1 of the Revised Statutes,
the Director of the Bureau of the Budget may exempt, among other things,
working fund expenditures which have no significant effect on the financial
operations of the Government; working capital and revolving funds established
for intra-governmental operations; and receipts from industrial or power
operations. In the case of the Navy Industrial Fund, the Director of the
Bureau of the Budget has chosen to exercise this privilege to some extent.
The apportionment process for the Military Sea Transportation Service con-
sists merely of the review and approval of the operating budget shortly
before the beginning of the budget year. Working capital is set at a
prescribed level for the subsequent fiscal year on the basis of the planning
budget review. No effort is made to control the rate of expenditures during
the operating phase of the budget. Periodic reviews, however, are made
throughout the budget year and variances from forecasted expense must be
adequately explained. Reserves for contingencies are established and




course of business from receipts for the service provided. With regard to
the reporting of violations, the Secretary of the Navy has Interpreted the
requirements of the Anti-Deficiency Act as being applicable only at the
appropriation level, i.e., at the industrial Fund level. Although all
comptrollers of the Military Sea Transportation Service aust certify that
the end of year financial statements are fully supported jy and have been
checked against transaction documents held at their commands, it would be
difficult, under this interpretation, to pin-point responsibility for
violations below the departmental level. Since it is unlikely that the
penalty clause would ever be invoked at that levej., Section 3579 loses
its power as a means of control.
Informal Controls - ?uver and Seller Relationships
An important element of control can be found in the influences ex*
erted on the agency by its principal customers - the armed forces. Since the
shipper services are rigidly controlled through annual appropriations, the
apportionment process, et ajL, they are vitally concerned with getting the
most value out of their appropriated dollar. They »m quick to point out
areas where more efficiency or economy is needed. Consumer pressure in this
vein is welcomed by the Commander of the Military Sea Transportation Service,
since it is his desire to provide the best possible service at the lowest
possible cost. In order to stimulate this informal control, the Commander
has instituted a so called 'Shipper Service Fiscal Conference". This
conference is held monthly and is attended by representatives of uach mili-
tary service, and the offices of the Secretary of the Navy and Secretary
of Defense. A comprehensive report of the transportation services rendered
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for che immediate past is presented at this conference by the Commander
and his staff. Forecasted and actual operating results are compared and
variances from the budgeted plan are explored. The atmosphere in which
these conferences are held is one of informality and is conducive to the
39
exchange of constructive criticism.
Internal Audit
Departmental control is provided through the function of internal
audit. "Modern internal auditing is more than a mere mathematical checking
or routine examination of accounts. It comprises a complete intra-company
40
financial and operation review." The Comptroller of the Navy has
permanently assigned three resident auditors to the Military Sea Trans-
portation Service's headquarters. These auditors are not controlled by
the Commander. They report directly to the Internal Audit Division of the
Navy Comptroller's office. All functions at the headquarters must be
reviewed and audited within a three year period. The coverage of the internal
audit can not be clearly circumscribed. All areas are subject to audit to
the extent deemed necessary by the auditors In the light of the relevant
circumstances. The audits are not aimed primarily at the disclosure of
errors, nor are they performed to verify the accuracy of records and reports.
Rather, the auditor's task is to determine and appraise the extent to which
errors, uneconomical procedures, and unauthorized practices exist, and to
identify the causes of the discrepancies in order that action may be taken
41
by management to eliminate the deficiencies in the operation. The audit
3°
. Personal interview with Captain W. W. Hob good.,
Supply Corps., United States Navy, Comptroller, Military Sea Transportation
Service on 3 April, 1962.
4° W. A. Walker and W. E. Davies, Industrial Internal Auditing .
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1951) p. 3.





is primarily protective, and its value is determined not in terms of dollars
saved, but rather in terms of improved administration.
Internal Control
Control within the Military Sea Transportation Service is achieved
through several ways. One avenue towards effective control of systems and
procedures is that of internal control. It "comprises the plan of organiza-
tion and all of the coordinate methods and measures adopted within a business
to safeguard its assets, to check the accuracy and reliability of its account-
ing data, to promote its operational efficiency, and to encourage adherence
42
to prescribed managerial policies". It provides the means through which
the Commander can be assured that the tasks are being carried out without
his personal supervision. The function has many of the characteristics of
internal auditing, but is not a substitute for, nor is it equivalent to, the
independent appraisal audit performed by the representatives of the Navy
Comptroller. Its elements consist of organizational structure, procedures,
accounting and other records, reports, standards of performance, and internal
review. These elements at all levels of the global organization of the
Commander are examined during the course of management inspections, trouble
shooting situations, investigations, surveys, et al. Procedures are
checked across organizational lines to detect weaknesses and the causation
of these deficiencies. While internal control is no substitute for internal
audit, the presence of resident auditors at the headquarters level allows
the Comptroller of the Military Sea Transportation Service to concentrate
on those systems and procedures which affect the world-wide organization.
^2Aaerican Institute of Certified Public Accountants, A Special Report
by the Special Committee on Auditing Procedures. 1949.
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Usually, the best clue that an internal review is needed is the
43
reporting of a specific problem by a subordinate command. Sometimes,
these problem areas are uncovered by external auditors of the General
Accounting Office or the Office of the Comptroller of the Navy. Regardless
of source, each deficiency is systematically checked and corrected through
procedural changes. Examples of procedures which are scrutinized by the
internal control personnel include the collecting or storing of cash ashore
and afloat, the routing of checks received through the mails, the payment
of vouchers, ate. in addition, special surveys such as the review of cost-
plus-a-fixed fee contractors' accounting records and reporting systems are
conducted in order to determine the validity and completeness of the data.
Budgetary Control*
Another form of internal control is found in the budget execution
process. "Budget execution is the accomplishment of the plan. It is the
process established to achieve the most effective, efficient, and economical
use of appropriated funds in carrying out the programs for which the funds
were approved." In the preceding chapter, it was pointed out that the
agency's financial plan is developed after the approval of the planning
Budget and after the submission of the military services' appropriation
requests to the Congress. In some instances, the plan is completed after
the granting of appropriations to the shipper services. It is the best
estimate attainable before the beginning of the budget year. Therefore,
it is logically the plan to be executed; the plan against which actual
performance will be measured.
43
mm , Personal Interview with Mr. J. 6. Rowlett, Director
Internal Control Division and Acting Deputy Comptroller, Office of the
Comptroller, Military Sea Transportation Service on 30 March, 1962.
44
op* clt. . NAVPUtS 10792, p. 64.
v\
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After Che approval of the financial operating plan by the Department
of Defense, the Commander distributes the adjusted budgets to the cost
control centers. This action normally takes place in the last quarter of
the current year. These expense budgets are not apportioned by the Depart-
ment of Defense, nor are they allocated by time period within the budget
year by the Commander. Phasing by time period (quarter) is delegated to
the cost control center by the Commander. General instructions on the
methodology to be employed in phasing expense, however, are provided by the
Comptroller of the Military Sea Transportation Service. These annual budgets
normally are not adjusted during the budget year unless a significant change
in the organisation, composition, or operation of the field command or the
nucleus fleet occurs, and costs incident to the change can not be absorbed.
The budget is administered by type of expense, i.e., overhead or
fleet operating expense. Control of overhead expense is extended to the
4S
six major group accounts. Control of fleet operating expense is extended
to the major type of service provided, and to the twelve major group accounts
46
within each type. In the case of special project ships, however, control
is exercised by project. The component accounts within each group account
of either the overhead or operating budgets may be over-expended provided
that the aggregate of the expenditures for the group account remains within
budgetary limitations. Control of expenditures by individual ship is
delegated to the Atlantic and Pacific area conaaanders.
Funds for programmed or unprogrammed extraordinary expenses such
as ship alterations, activations, or inactivations, and damage repairs are




budgeted for and administered by the headquarters. Whenever such extra-
ordinary items occur, specific allocations of funds are made to the area
commander who will oversee the performance of work. These grants are not
commingled with the Area Commander's budget, and expenses incurred are
reported to the headquarters separately. The headquarters also administers
all expense incurred for commercial shipping and for claims against the
Military Sea Transportation Service.
Normally, at least three to six months of experience is needed
before definite expenditure trends can be established. Reports on the
status of the budgets, therefore, are required only on a quarterly basis.
These reports are submitted by all cost control centers on the forms
illustrated in PLATES VIII and IX. If, after a suitable period of time,
it appears that a group account will be over-expended, the officer responsible
for the administering of the account must report the circumstances to the
Commander and request authority to over-expend. These requests must be
completely justified, and must include a statement as to whether any of
the other group accounts under his control appears to be over*funded. On
the basis of these requests, adjustments are made to the account allocations
by the Comptroller of the headquarters. Transfers among the four major
types of shipping, however, are not permitted except for the reasons
previously stated.
In summary, there are two levels of budgetary controls within
the Military Sea Transportation Service: at the point where the budget
estimates were first developed, and at the headquarters. Overhead is
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1 Rtgular Time 5101
2 Overtime 5102
3 Reliaf Officer. 5103
4 Bonueea
5 Annual, Sick and Miliury Leave
5104
5108




TOTAL SAURIES A\D tAGES •>; a
9 Employer Health Benefit* Contributione, Civilian Marine 5112 ;
10 Employer Reliremeat Cotlribulions. Civilian Marine 5113
Employer Life Insurance Contributiona, Civilian Marine 5114
Employer Social Security Taxes, Civilian Marine 5115
TOTAL CONTROL GROVP I
14 INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING
15 PROPULSION FUEL









19 TOTAL CONTROL CROUP i
20 Travel
OTHER SHIP OPERATING EXPENSES
5116
21 Caab in Lieu of Sobaiatence and Quartern
22 Consumable 5uppliea






Medical and Dental Expenses
5133
5136
25 Transportation and Handling of Supplies
26 Laundrv Lxpensea
27 Port Expenses
28 Repaira t.> Special Material in Store












TOTAL CONTROL CROUP i
SNIP EQUIPAGE
r
. MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF SHIPS
1* ALTERATION OF SHIPS, UNPROGRAMMED
37 ALTERATION OF SHIPS. PROGRAMMED
38 ACTIVATION OF SHIPS
39 INACTIVATION OF SHIPS
(CONTROL CROi P 6-
(CONTROL CROUP 7)





(CONTROL CROUP I '.
)
40 EXTRAORDINARY REPAIRS


















TOTAL CONTROL /.ROUP 13
50 LST CONTRACTS
LST CONTRACTS
lC()\TROL GROUP li! •.206
m
fcn» MONTH OF OR CUMULATIVE FROM 1 JULY
SIGNATURE
P'"'""




HITS FORM 7130/3 (7-61) BUDGET STATEMENT - OVERHEAD EXPENSES
PLATE IX






SALARIES AMD WAGES AMD RELATED EXPENSES
I Hcgular Time. Classified
.' iKertime. Classified
3 Annual. Sick, and Militarv I cave. Classified







\nnual, Sick, and Military Leave, I'nclassified
5312
5313
? Indigenous I abor 5314
TOTAL SALARIES 4\D HGeS;
9 hmplover Health Benefits Contributions, Civilians Ashore
10, F.mployer Retirement Contributions. Chilians Ashore
5322
!! Kmplover I tfe Insuranre Contributions . Civilians Ashore




l TOTAL COSTROL CROIP 1
14 INDOCTRINATION AND TRAINING EXPENSES (CONTROI CROIP 2) 531T





,l OMTROL CROIP 5,1
OTHER EXPENSES
IH (Kiupano of Premises
19 Office Kquipment Rental
20 Office r'.upcnses. Stationery and Postage
21 Communications
22 Automotive Equipment Expense





24 Office Kquipnient and Maintenance
2S Medical Expenses, Civilian Personnel
2n fash in l.ieti of Quarters
TOTAL CONTROL OROl P 6
31 TOTAL CONTROL CROUPS
—M






POR MONTH OF OR CUMULATIVE FROM 1 JULY
Previous editions of this form are obsolete
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controlled by the major group account*; nuclous float operating
by typo of shipping and by major group account within each type. Statue
report* are submitted to the headquarters quarterly, and variances in-
vestigated.
As pointed out in earlier chapters, the Commander carries out
his mission through the implementation of the operating force plan, or If
you will, the financial operating plan. Once this plan is put into effect,
it becomes necessary to provide the Cowoander with a continuous stream of
information; data which will permit him to track the progress being made
towards his present goals. The reports which provide this data are classi-
fied as statue reports and progress reports. The former provide him with
the means of determining where he is and where he has been. The latter
show performance relative to the planned objective over a period of time.
Progress reports are intended "to provide a means of measuring and
evaluating progress and to provide adequate and reliable program data
47
to aid management in formulating executive and policy decisions."
The data needed for control is accumulated at all cost control
centers and is submitted to the headeuarters in the form of financial state-
ments, billing reports, detailed expense reports for the nucleus ships,
ship utilisation reports, Inventory reports, lift statistics, etc. After
analysing the data, the headquarters publishes its Interpretations In a
monthly abstract of statistical highlights, a pocket sised booklet which
*7U.S. Senate, Senate Preparedness Sub Committee Ho. 3, Hearings .




contains brief narrative and statistical and financial data on all program
areas of interest to top level management. Every quarter, the monthly
abstracts are replaced by a consolidated report. The quarterly report
is published in two parts. The first part is primarily narrative in form
and provides a review of the progress in each program area since the
beginning of the current fiscal year. It compares and evaluates actual
performance against budgeted objectives and explains variations from the
plan. It is also used to disseminate special reports on matters of
particular interest to top management. Topics which are usually included
in the report consist of: (1) analyses of financial statements, (2) analyses
of income and expense statements, (3) distribution of costs, (4) payments to
commercial shipping lines, (5) tariff changes, (6) analyses of operations
by major type of service provided, (7) distribution of personnel, and (8)
special reports. Part two is completely statistical in nature and provides
data on the various areas of operation, including the status of shipments
with regard to the requirements placed on the Commander by substantive
legislation.
Other types of control reports are utilized within the headquarters.
Typical of such reports are those which are used to determine the profita-
bility of each of the nucleus ships. The method of presenting this informa-
tion to the Commander is illustrated in PLATE X. Reports of this type are
usually submitted to him on an exception basis and are accompanied by a
narrative statement more fully explaining the variance between income and
49
expense. Illustrations of other types of data collected are shown in
PLATES XI to XIV.
48
op. cit. MSTS Report 7700-2, Parts I and II.
49
. Personal interview with Mr. T. Rothman,
Head, Analysis Branch, Office of the Comptroller, Military Sea Transportation
Service on 30 March, 1962.
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Each Area Commander also accumulates and publishes Interpreted
statistical data on his local operation. Although no requirement exists,
copies of these quarterly analyses are submitted to the headquarters. The
reports, while covering subjects which are common to other Area Commanders,
can not be compared because of the different methods of presentation.
Management Engineering
Although the organizational structure of the headquarters calls
for a management engineer, the position is currently unoccupied. There-
fore, formal work simplification and work measurement programs are non-




"The past ten years of MSTS operations are but a prologue
to things to come that will test the readiness and resource-
fulness of the Military Sea Transportation Service.
As the years roll on we will become ever more adept at meet-
ing the responsibilities thrust upon us. Our experience in
meeting past crises will stand us in good stead. Our flex-
ibility and our attitude that nothing is really Impossible
has already become a byword among the Services who rely upon
us, for the intricate and complex lifts of passengers, cargo,
and petroleum products throughout the world." 50
Before concluding this paper, I wish to emphasise several points.
As stated in the preface, this paper has been prepared primarily for
self-education. The pattern used in its development, therefore, has
been one of research and description. No attempt has been made to
uncover weaknesses in the system of fiscal management as employed by
the Military Sea Transportation Service. Its purpose is merely to
provide a general background on the operations of the agency with
particular emphasis on the function of comptrollership.
We have been exposed to a brief history of government controlled
shipping, including the establishment of the Military Sea Transportation
Service. Its relationships with other government departments, the armed
50
U.S., Dept. of the Navy, The United States Navy's Military
Sea Transportation Service , (Washington,D. C. : U.S. Government Printing




forces, and the Chief of Naval Operations have been touched upon. We
have noted that the agency fulfills a vital role in the defense of our
country; that its function can not be performed in its entirety by
private enterprise or by any other source; and that it has proven itself
capable of accomplishing its mission in times of peace or war. Its value
has been clearly demonstrated.
Financial management has been discussed, for the most part, in
general terms, perhaps at the risk of over-simplifying this complex function.
We have reviewed the organization of the Office of the Comptroller. We have
been introduced to the accounting and reporting system; a system which was
built to specifications; a system which was designed to highlight the
unique aspects of the function of ocean transportation; a communications
network which provides, in a timely manner, the financial and statistical
data needed to assist top management in the decision making process. We
have studied the process of financial planning, from the development of
the broad estimate of the situation in the form of the planning budget to
the approval of the detailed financial operating plan. We have been advised
of the influences and the requirements placed upon the agency by substantive
legislation. We have been exposed to the execution phase of the budget
process and to the controls which are established to insure each program
is administered and completed economically and within budgeted limits.
Finally, we have taken cognizance of the feedback of Information to the
Office of the Comptroller where it is analyzed, interpreted, synthesized, and




Financial management is an important element to the future of
the Military Sea Transportation Service. Its short run contributions to
a successful operation are often intangible. To the armed forces, the
Congress, and the Department of Defense, the effectiveness of financial
management in the Military Sea Transportation Service is measured in
terms of value received per appropriated dollar. In the long run, however,
the true mark of effective coraptrollership is a reflection of the ability
to provide the Commander with the instruments he needs to guide him
towards his ultimate goal ~- efficiently and economically.
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